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Harrier Aircraft in service in the Spanish Army (To be dismantled in the following years)

SPAIN INCREASES ITS DEFENCE BUDGETS

Juan Carlos Galindo Mateos

An overview of the changing paradigm of Defence expenses in Europe for 2023,
focused in Spain

Spain increases its defence budgets. But, what for? Is it true or just marketing? What technological
and engineering programs will we invest in? Yes, it is true. This year's Defence budgets in Spain have
increased. Defence budgets, as we well know, do not only involve arms acquisitions for the armed
forces. They also include other administrative expenses, personnel, air transport for politicians and
heads of state… But yes, it is also true. Spain doubles its armament acquisitions for its armed forces.

Which is the status of the Spanish Armed Forces?

According to the JEMAD, López Calderón, the army's priority is to recover lost capabilities. After the
2008 crisis, a large part of Europe decided to lower its defence spending. So did Spain. All these years
have made Spain progressively lose capabilities and leave other capabilities on the verge of being
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lost. Examples of these systems are the maritime patrol aircraft (now without capabilities), the Navy's
Harrier (whose useful life has been extended), the F5-phantom training aircraft or the F18 hornet.

Spanish Armed Forces Inventory 2023: Aircrafts and Helicopters (It includes ACs not already received but ordered)

The budget increase in Spain is remarkable. But Spain cannot even think about recovering all its
capabilities this year. The 2% of GDP in Defence is the commitment we have with NATO. It is not
foreseen until 2029. Not for lack of capacity in the industry. But for lack of public interest.

This increase in Defence spending has been caused by the war in Ukraine. Lithuania has responded.
Poland has responded with "the largest land army in Europe". Two countries close to war have
responded. And many more (Germany, France, Finland, Sweden, Morocco...).

The case of Lithuania and Poland is striking. The two countries have practically no military industry.
They know that they need an army for a possible war. Creating or updating that army will not create
jobs or make the country earn a lot of money. But they do it to protect their people and their values.

Spain has a defence industry, or traditionally has had one. Examples like Aernnova, Aciturri, GMV,
Navantia, Sener, Escribano, Indra... are Spanish companies. We are part of the biggest European
consortiums: Airbus, GDELS. Spanish industry is more focus on selling arms abroad than selling them
to National Forces. Spain is the 6th country of the world exporting Defence Technology (2022). In
2021 we were the 7th.
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Airbus C295 prepared for test flight at an airport

Which are the programs selected by Spanish Armed Forces for this year? How are we
going to recover the capabilities?

● Maritime patrol aircraft (MPA): (Airbus-C295)
● Maritime Surveillance Aircraft (VigMa): (Airbus-C295)
● Multipurpose helicopter of the Navy: (Airbus-MH60R)
● Hydrographic vessels: (Navantia)
● F18 replacement: (Airbus-Eurofighter)
● F18+Harrier replacement: (Airbus-Eurofighter+Lockheed-F35)
● Others: Patriot missile modernization, Spike counter-ship missile, Sirtap RPAS, SCRT, MC3,

Silam and embarked mortar.

Approximately 20% of the money spent would benefit Spain (Spanish industry, jobs...). The rest for
the benefit mainly of USA, France, Germany and Israel.
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